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RESUMO: Humidity is an omnipresent climatic factor that influences the fitness, reproductive behaviour and 

geographic distribution of land-living animals, including humans. Insects in particular use humidity cues to navigate 

the environment, for example disease-vectors such as mosquitoes and tsetse flies use this sense to find hosts to 

bite. Even though hygrosensation is vital for the behaviour of many animals, the mechanism of how insects sense 

humidity remains poorly understood. Using a simple behavioral assay, it was found that four receptor genes 

expressed in humidity receptor neurons (HRNs) IR40a, IR93a, IR68a and IR25a (collectively referred to as 

hygroIRs) are required for humidity preference in D. melanogaster. IRs are distant relatives of ionotropic glutamate 

receptors, that functions primarily as chemoreceptors. The HRNs are located in an invagination of the posterior 

side of the antenna: the sacculus. There, one moist neuron (responding to increases in humidity), one dry neuron 

(responding to decreases in humidity) and one hygrocool neuron (responding to cooling but not required for 

temperature preference behavior) are housed together in a sensillum forming a hygrosensory ‘triad’. Applying two-

photon calcium imaging and confocal microscopy, it was observed that dry neurons express and depend on IR40a 

and moist neurons depend on IR68a. Genetic inactivation of IR40a or IR68a results in both an aberrant 

physiological response to humidity stimulus and to a deficiency in humidity-guided behavior. IR25a and IR93a 

mediate both humidity (putatively as co-receptors) and temperature preference (the expression of IR93a and IR25a 

includes thermosensory neurons of the arista). Although the hygroIRs are necessary for hygrosensation, it remains 

an open question what activates these receptors. Taken together, these results suggest that the preference for a 

specific humidity range depends on specialized sacculus neurons and illustrate the logic of how ethologically 

relevant combinations of sensory cues can be processed together to produce adaptive behavioral responses. 
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